This paper studies the existence, over algebraically closed fields, of a matrix [A, 
INTRODUCTION
Let F be a field. We consider the following:
Under what conditions does there exist a matrix [A, A,] , where A, E Fmx", A, E Fmxn, with prescribed block similarity class and a prescribed submatrix that does not contain principal entries of A,?
For a definition of block similarity, see [5] , for example. Particular cases of this problem are already solved. The case n = 0 is completely solved [6, 9, IS] . Note that, in this case, block similarity coincides with similarity. Problem I is also solved for prescribed block similarity classes such that (A,, A,) is a completely controllable pair 141. For other results concerned with the existence of matrices with prescribed block similarity classes and a prescribed submatrix, see, for example, [l-3, 6-8, 10-121. Using permutation block similarity, we may assume, as was done in [4] , that the prescribed submatrix corresponds to rows I,. . . , p and columns m -q + 1, . . . , m, . . . , m + t, where p, 9, and t are nonnegative integers such that p + 9 < m and t < n.
In [4] , q-equiuabnce was defined and the following two lemmas were stated. They are easy to prove. Lemma 1 shows that, in order to solve our problem, we can replace the prescribed submatrix with any q-equivalent matrix.
DEFINITION. Two matrices
where C,, Ci E Fpx9, are said to be q-equivalent if there exist nonsingular matrices P E Fpxp and 
RESULTS
From now on, we assume that F is algebraically closed. Let m, n, p, q, t be nonnegative integers such that m >, p + q, n > t. Let Given a manic polynomial f(x) = xk -u~_~x~- ' -1.. -u,x -o,, E F[ x I, we denote by C(f) the companion matrix
where a = [as a, ... ak_ rlf, and eik) 1s the ith column of the identity matrix Zk. For notational convenience, we assume that matrices with 0 rows or 0 columns exist, and, in particular, C(1) is a 0 by 0 matrix.
Let fi 1 *-a If,. be the nonconstant invariant factors of (1). We have f, = p,,_r+i, i E 11,. . ., r}, pj = 1, j E 11,. . . , n -r}. is block similar to a matrix of the form 
where D,,, E F(P-PdXPz, D,,, E F(P-PdX(P--Pd, C, 3 E j7(P-PdX(Va+Pz),
and rank[ CZ, R C&4] = PI.
(10)
The proof is in [4] . We prove ( From (9) and (lo), we deduce that r > CY -4 + p1 -p2. Using the definition of controllability indices, it is not hard to deduce that (A,, A,) has at least 7 controllability indices greater than 1. Therefore (14) is satisfied.
Sujkient condition.
Let 0 = max{i : vi >j}, j E {l,...,m}.
We have cx(') = o and a(j) = 0 whenever v 1 < j. Let
Let us state some inequalities:
('1 1 q>ff-p2. proof of (vi). We have p1 + pz 6 p, because p1 f ~2 = rank [C, C,] and [C, C,] has p rows. W (vii) 7 + pz Q p.
Proof of (i)
.
PT-oofof (vii). It results from (v) and (vi). W
(viii) p1 -7 < 9 -T -z),+P2+1 -." -0,.
Proofof(viii).
If 7 = pl, we have p1 -k v,+~,+~ •k .** +Va = p1 + mv1 -**a -VP -d<P1 +m-p-pp,=q. If 7 = a -~2, then (viii) is equivalent to p1 & 9, which is true.
Finally, suppose that 7 = a('). According to (Id), a(') > (Y -9 + ~1 -pzS Then p1 + ~,+~~+l + **. +V, = p1 + (Y -7 -& < & + Ly -(a -9 + Pl -P2) -P2 = 9, a (ix) 7+ OT+Pp+l + *** +v, Q 9.
Proof of (ix). It results from (v) and (viii).
a Let 7' = min{T, cuc3)}, 7" = min{T + p2, ac2)}, Let U Efm'xm',
be nonsingular matrices such that 
It is not hard to see, using Lemma 2, that the submatrix of (16) lying in rows 1 ,***t p and columns p + 1, . . . , m + n is q-equivalent to [C, C,] . According to Lemma 1, the proof is complete. W 
01 + *-* +%,+c7
2 +d >p + ul,
Pl + P2 G (+l + a,,
where u2 = min{ cr, n -t + p2, p},
u1 = min{m -p -9 + pl, p -a,, m -p -a + u2 + ac2), m-r-ff L
Cr (2) The following inequalities are trivial:
pz Q 7s Q min( n -t + PP, PI1 71 6 min{ m -p -9 + PI, p -T2).
According to Theorem 3, we have *a-m+p+7,--r* > 2.
From (25) and (27), we get (17). The condition (30) is equivalent to c~ -m + p + 71 -72 < a('), which is equivalent to c-1 < m -p + r2 -ff + a(').
371
(25)
From ( (31) and (32) we also get r1 < crl. If (+1 = mr -a, then, as (28) is equivalent to a + r1 < m -r, we have TV < rrl. If u1 = p -u2, then from (26) we get r1 + r2 < p = c1 + u2. We have always As pi + p2 < r1 + r2, we conclude that (19) is satisfied. Using (17)- (22) and (34) it is not hard to show that Clearly, (23) and (24) 
